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Craig McDean is accustomed to shooting
pop idols en grande forme--a playful
Madonna, for example, on the cover of
Vanity Fair or in a worldwide campaign for
Yves Saint Laurent. Lifescapes shows that
he is also adept at challenging our
perceptions of the big picture. McDean
calls this collection Lifescapes rather than
landscapes because the images represent
his private views--vignettes from his own
travels, his road trips across the world. For
each image, he picked five or six different
shots and merged them into one, doing so
in a limited amount of time to maintain a
feeling of spontaneity. Although McDean
employed modern digital equipment to
accomplish the blending, he did so in a
manner that faithfully duplicated darkroom
processes. The resulting scenes retain the
integrity of the techniques practiced by the
landscape artists and visual storytellers of
yore, tempting the imagination. The
viewers journey includes masterful
collages of motorcycles, skyscrapers and
Cadillacs. In one instance, shadowed
images of beachgoers in Brazil share the
sand with a high-rise building and a
gigantic version of McDeans wife wading
into the ocean. McDean captures the
American fascination with iconographic
architecture while paying attention to lines,
angles and conflicting imagery. Its an
amazing way to see the world without ever
getting into a plane, train or car.
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[Hardcover] [2008] (Author) Craig Mcdean: - 17 secWatch Download [PDF] Craig Mcdean: Lifescapes Trial Ebook
by nozafa on Dailymotion here. 9783865210333 - Craig Mcdean: Lifescapes - AbeBooks Lifescapes. by McDean,
Craig and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at . Craig McDean Lifescapes
?????? Craig McDean is one of our most prolific and innovative photographers, renowned for his In 2004, his second
book, Lifescapes, an early masterwork of digital Craig McDean Lifescapes - art book cologne - 51 sec - Uploaded by
Photogrist Photo MagazineCraig McDean is a photographer and filmmaker who is renowned for In 2004, his second
Craig Mcdean: Lifescapes: Craig McDean: 9783865210333 Craig McDean - He is one of the most famous
photographers: Craig McDean managed to create an hyper-realistic approach to the fashion image. And he uses this
approach in American Photo - Google Books Result tribute to the great photographerturned film director Craig
McDean: Lifescapes (Steidl/Dangin, $85) A fashion photographers artistic inclination Paparazzi by Craig McDean Steidl Verlag Craig McDean hat sein Buch bewusst nicht Landscapes genannt, zeigen seine Bilder doch keine
klassischen Aufnahmen von Landschaften, Personen oder
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